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GENERAL 
Writing and tagging shall be done as though for paper unless otherwise agreed and 

amended in these business rules. MIL-STD-40051-1 XML is intended to produce PDF 

and IETM, but tagging only for IETM display can make PDF impossible. 

 

The XSL-FO for MIL-STD-40051-2 is designed to work when the XML file is compliant 

and tags used as defined in the tag definition list. There are still many options left open to 

the project. We have recognized this gap and developed Business Rules (BRs) to help fill 

in these gaps. Using these BRs should help ensure that the XSL-FO works when 

composing the XML files. The XSL-FO is becoming more stable every day. However, 

we realize that there may still be some combinations of elements that may not display 

correctly. If you happen to find something that does not appear to display correctly, 

please send a complete instance (all files needed to reproduce the issue) along with a 

brief description of the issue to LOGSA. 

Tables 
The label ‘Table’ and table numbering are auto-generated by the style sheet and should 

not be hardcoded as part of the title. Per MIL-STD-40051, tables are required to be 

numbered, have titles and shall appear in the table of contents (TOC). Tables with titles 

will be numbered by the print or IETM processor.  Tables of data (weights, measures, 

lists) should have a title so they can be referenced in the text. 

 

<!ELEMENT tgroup (colspec*, spanspec*, thead?, tbody)>. Even though the colspec is 

optional in the DTD, one shall be defined for each column in a table. Colspecs are needed 

for software to process the table. 

 

When defining colwidth, the total colwidths for a table should not add up to more than 7 

(inches) for printing. The XSL-FO does not check for this and will compose whatever 

widths are specified in the colwidth attribute for the element colspec. 

Figures 
The label ‘Figure’ and figure numbering are auto-generated by the style sheet and should 

not be hardcoded as part of the title. Figures are often a troublesome area. Some of the 

issues are discussed below. 

Placement 

How you tag figures determines how they are placed in the output. 

1. Descriptive Text <para0> 

a. Tagged inside (as child of) <para> element at the beginning will 

output before the text of the paragraph. 

b. Tagged at the end and inside of the <para> element will be output 

immediately after the paragraph. 

2. Tasks <step1>+ 

a. Figures can be before, after or between <step>s of any level. It is best 

to place <figure> inside the <step> that calls it. 
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Example: 

<step1><para>See Figure 1.</para><figure/></step1> 

b. Do not place <figure> at the beginning of <para> inside <step> 

because it will separate the step number from the paragraph. 

Legend 

Legend should be tagged with the legend element as a child of the figure. Legends are 

considered part of the figure and display after the graphic and before the title of the 

figure. The figure, legend, and figure title will not be broken between pages by the XSL-

FO. Only in cases where the figure must be full page and the legend needs to roll to the 

next page, should you tag the legend as a table in a subfig element. 

Titles 
With MIL-STD-40051, many titles are auto-generated by the style sheet and are not part 

of the content that gets tagged. For example, each maintenance task has an auto-

generated title such as “Remove”, “Replace” and “Repair”. The wording used for the 

required titles are implied by the standard. Use the following list as an example of title 

content from MIL-STD-40051-1C and MIL-STD-40051-2C:  

Tag Context Required Title 
scope ginfowp SCOPE 

mfrr ginfowp MAINTENANCE FORMS, RECORDS, AND REPORTS 

eir 
ginfowp REPORTING EQUIPMENT IMPROVEMENT 

RECOMMENDATIONS (EIR) 

handreceipt ginfowp HAND RECEIPT (HR) MANUALS 

cpcdata ginfowp CORROSION PREVENTION AND CONTROL (CPC) 

odsdata ginfowp OZONE DEPLETING SUBSTANCES (ODS) 

destructmat 
ginfowp DESTRUCTION OF ARMY MATERIEL TO PREVENT 

ENEMY USE 

pssref ginfowp PREPARATION FOR STORAGE OR SHIPMENT 

wrntyref ginfowp WARRANTY INFORMATION 

nomenreflist ginfowp NOMENCLATURE CROSS-REFERENCE 

loa ginfowp LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS/ACRONYMS 

qainfo ginfowp QUALITY ASSURANCE (QA) 

qual.mat.info ginfowp QUALITY OF MATERIAL 

sftyinfo ginfowp SAFETY, CARE, AND HANDLING 

hcp ginfowp NUCLEAR HARDNESS 

calref ginfowp CALIBRATION 

ecp ginfowp ENGINEERING CHANGE PROPOSAL STATEMENT   

modification ginfowp MODIFICATION WORK ORDER STATEMENT   

deviation ginfowp DEVIATIONS AND EXCEPTIONS 

mobreq ginfowp MOBILIZATION REQUIREMENTS 

fscapreq 
ginfowp FLIGHT SAFETY CRITICAL AIRCRAFT PARTS 

(FSCAP) 

cost ginfowp COST CONSIDERATIONS 

copyrt ginfowp COPYRIGHT CREDIT LINE 

supdata 
ginfowp REPAIR PARTS, SPECIAL TOOLS, TMDE, AND 

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 

locdesc 
descwp LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION OF MAJOR 

COMPONENTS 
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eqpinfo 
descwp EQUIPMENT CHARACTERISTICS, CAPABILITIES, 

AND FEATURES 

eqpdiff descwp DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MODELS 

reporting 
frntcover REPORTING ERRORS AND RECOMMENDING 

IMPROVEMENTS 

export notices WARNING 

destr notices DESTRUCTION NOTICE 

general_purpose_notices  notices GENERAL PURPOSE 

  

ID Naming Conventions (optional) 
WARNING ** IDs Must Never Change ** WARNING 

Once an ID is assigned to an element it should never be changed or removed for the life 

of the manual. Changing IDs can break links for user notes, critical safety messages and 

other external links! 
Tag ID format Example 

GENERAL  All commonly referenced 

elements (table, figure, 

chapter, section, para0, 

step) will be ID’d, not just 

elements currently 

referenced. 

 All IDs begin with the wpno 

followed by a break then the 

unique value at end. 

 The break between wpno or 

pubno and the unique value 

is “_” (underscore). 

 Underscores are used 

between levels as needed. 

 IDs are all lowercase 

 IDs no longer than 32 

characters. 

 

 

 

 

 

<figure id=“m00010_fig_3_1”> 

 

 

<xxxwp wpno=“m00010_1-1520-238”> 

 

<step1 id=“m00010_stp_3_1_a”>  

 

<…wp> (Workpackage) “gotmrs” letter  followed by 5-

digit wp number_ pubnumber 

(lower-case) only) 

NOTE: leave off &P if 

applicable 

<xxxwp wpno=“m00010_1-1520-238”> 

<table> 5-digit wp number tbl _ 

chapter/section 

letter_tablenumber  

<table id=“m00010_tbl_2”> or <table 

id=“m00010_tbl_remove_2”> 

<figure> 5-digit wp number fig_ 

chapter/section letter 

_fignumber  

<figure id=“m00010_fig_1”> or <figure 

id=“m00010_fig_3_1”> (chapter 3, 

figure 1) 

<step> 5-digit wp number stp_ 

chapter/section letter(or name)_ 

stepnumber  

<step1 id=“m00010_stp_remove_2”> or 

<step1 id=“stp_3_1_a”>  

(38784 -  chapter 3, para0 1, step a) 

<step1 id=”m00010_stp_2”> 

When inheriting step numbers from existing TM numbers, steps inserted later should use an appendage 

such as: stp_3_1, stp3_1_a, step3_2, or stp_a, stp_a_1, stp_b. 

<title> 5-digit wp number Title name 

lowercase with underscores in 

place of spaces 

<title id=“m00010_title_1”>Removal of 

Motormount</title> 

<title 
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id=”m00010_removal_of_motormount”> 

(watch for 32 character limit) 

<origin> origin id uses “origin” to mark it 

as origin ID 

origin=”t00012_ origin_t1”> 

<testblock> uses “test” for identification branch=”t00012_test_t2”> 

<endblock> uses “end” for identification branch=”t00012_end_t3”> 

 

File Structure 
Folder naming and depth used to be guided by MIL-HDBK-9660 up until 2013. Changes 

in computer file management made much of that guidance obsolete. However, use of 

familiar standardized file structure helps in creation and maintenance of TMs and ensures 

compatibility with Arbortext and the Army’s one IETM viewer, IADS. Always assume 

the IETM may be printed or the PDF/paper may become IETM, so the file structure for 

both should be the same. Files are named by their work package number as described in 

MIL-STD-40051 and thus have no need in structural file divisions to see the different file 

types. 

 

d:/TM 9-1410-644-40\TM_9_1410_644_40_print.xml 

TM_9_1410_644_40_dataset.xml 

TM_9_1410_644_40_toc.xml 

/FILES/ 

G00001-9-1425-646.xml 

O00002-9-1425-646.xml 

T00001-9-1425-646.xml 

M00001-9-1425-646.xml 

S00001-9-1425-646.xml 

/GRAPHICS/ 

MS001008.cgm 

MS001009.cgm 

MS001010.cgm 

/PDF/ 

2028.pdf 

TM-9-1425-646-10.pdf 

Linking 

Internal Links 

1. Links to items inside same manual (TM) shall be <xref>. (Arbortext will indicate 

“missing” ID when editing single files. This is not an error.)  Do not attempt to 

use the itemno attribute to link to anything. Itemno is defined as CDATA and 

cannot produce a link. 

Attributes shall include: 

1. wpid if in different file. Shall consist of the wpno of the 

receiving file. 

2. taskid if linking to a procedure (<oper>, <paint>, <proc>). 

3. stepstart and stepend if applicable for <step[1-6]>. 
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4. figid for <figure>s and <subfig>s 

5. tableid for <table> and all standard information tables defined in 

MIL-STD-40051. 

6. termdefid if linking to a <term.def> for onhover definition of 

acronyms. 

7. itemid for items in lists (explist, coeibii, pmcs, etc.) 

a. For PMCS, the linked ID should be on pmcs-entry 

b. For other Standard tables, use the element equivalent to the 

CALS <row> element such as <expdur-entry> or <aal-

entry>. 

External Links 

1. Links to items outside manual (TM) shall be <extref>. 

2. Linking to IDs inside external TMs should only be done when guiding PM 

controls the linked book, that book is stable, and the PM is advised of time 

and money involved in keeping links up-to-date. 

3. Links to work packages shall be only to the work package identifier (ex. 

M00001-booknumber). 

a. Except for links to table items such as Expendables. 

b. Internal IDs shall include the wpid (ex. m00001-

booknumber_e11). 

 

Examples: 

<extref docno="TM 9-1055-647-13" wpid="m00524-9-1055-647"/> 

<extref docno="TM 9-1055-647-13&amp;P"/> 

Links from Setup 

In MIL-STD-40051-1 for IETMs, the linking example is shown by displaying the item 

nomenclature in blue text. This method is functional, but the tagging method used to 

accommodate this is not compatible with print output. Therefore all linking will assume 

print output. 

 

Bad Example: 

<mtrlpart-setup-item><name><xref wpid=”S00002-9-1055-647-13” itemid=”23” 

callout=”Coil”/> </name></mtrlpart-setup-item> 

 

Example for Print Output: 

<mtrlpart-setup-item><name>Coil</name><itemref><xref wpid=”S00002-9-1055-647-

13” itemid=”23”/></itemref></mtrlpart-setup-item> 

RPSTL Links 
Links to RPSTL from <mtrlpart> are allowed, but links that drop-down from the RPSTL 

button can be added/changed via the <refdes> tag found in <wp.metadata>, (ex. 
<refdes><xref wpid="m00524-9-1055-647" itemid="plid_9-1055-647-13_F_11" callout="Preformed 

Packing (O-Ring)"/></refdes>) 
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Warning Summary 
The warning summary is not a word-for-word repetition of all the warnings in the TM 

and should be limited to alerting the user of the different types of hazards, in general 

terms, that will be encountered in operating and maintaining the weapon system or 

equipment covered within the TM.  

 

Every IETM has a warning summary when at least one of the following conditions exists: 

a. Warnings exists anywhere in the text 

b. Hazardous material warnings and/or icons 

c. First aid data usually only needs a reference to TC 4-02.1, except when unique 

conditions that require addition immediate action to treat an injury. 

Hazardous Material Warnings 

For commonly used substances only (e.g., dry cleaning solvent, hydraulic fluids, paints, 

etc.) The full description of the warning shall be placed in the warning summary. Icons 

may be used in technical manuals warnings either singly or in combination.  

Mandatory safety-of-flight inspection items.  

Mandatory safety of flight inspection items shall have WARNING on the WARNING 

SUMMARY page at the front of the manual. The WARNING shall be verbatim from the 

standard. 

Formatting 

Tabs 

Tabs must never be used to format data except in <verbatim>.  Two column data can be 

in <deflist>, all other must be in <table>. 

Numbering 
1. Line numbering will not be in content. All numbering is added by FOSI/XSL-FO 

or IETM for display.  This includes <item>s in <seqlist>. The only exemption is 

numbered items inside CALS tables. 

Filtering 
1. The majority of elements in the MIL-STD-2361-2B, 5.0 DTD can contain the 

“applicable” attribute. When one or more legal XML id exists inside @applicable, 

the same element and its children will only be shown if the IETM user has 

selected the matching configuration. 

2. Similarly, ISO country codes separated by space may be added to the “applicable” 

attribute of tagged sections that must be filtered out for certain FMS sales.  

(example: <row applicable=”c_tr c_sg c_kr”>) 

3. Testing variables for displaying alternates inside of a single file shall be done 

using the “applicable” attribute. 

applicable="v_toc1 v_toc2" 

applicable ="c_kr" 
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4. “-alt” tags shall be used for alternate tags where available. Any numbered item 

that will be filtered out must have an alternate to display. For Example: <step1>, 

<seqlist><item>, <subpara1>. 

<step1><para>Step 1</para><step1> 

<step1-alt> 

<step1 applicable=”v_config1”><para>Step 2</para></step1> 

<step1 applicable=”v_config2”><para>Step 2</para></step1> 

</step1-alt> 

<step1><para>Step 3</para><step1> 

 

Filtering by Entire File 
Entire files can be filtered out by adding codes to <wp.metadata><applicability>.  Codes 

may not contain a space. A single space is reserved for separation of multiples codes. 

Examples: 

“<applicability>v_config1</applicability>” only applies to v_config1 related systems. 

“<applicability></applicability>” applies to all systems 

“<applicability>v_config1 v_config3</applicability>” only applies to v_config1 and 

v_config3 related systems 

-alt Elements 
Only applies to elements that are numbered, i.e. step, figures, tables. Numbering is 

suspended inside the alt tag. 

Example: 

<step1-alt> 

<step1 applicable=”MON”><para>Do this.</para></step1> 

<step1 applicable=”TUE”><para>Do that.</para></step1> 

</step1-alt> 

 

IETM Display, only filtered item displayed: 

1. Do this. 

 

Print or Display All in IETM, both are displayed with icon: 

MON 1. Do this. 

TUE   1. Do that. 

 

QA Attribute 
 

The “qa” attribute is now available for MIL-STD-40051-2B, DTD 4.12 and all following 

versions at the <proc> element. If “qa=’yes’” at <proc>, all <step1> under the <proc> are 

preceded with QA. If no <step1> exist, the <para> is preceded with QA.  
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Maintwp 
For ease of use, one task per maintwp is preferred however, this may not be possible for 

conversion efforts. This method of one task per maintwp will be required when using 

PMA with MIL-STD-40051-1A. 

RPSTL 
No more than one top level FCG shall be included in each plwp.  For complex systems, 

follow the standard. 

TSWP 

<answer> tags 
The preferred method of linking in <logicproc> is using <answer idref> attribute as the 

link and the linked ID can be “branch” which is the ID for <testblock branch> and 

<endblock branch >.  

Example: 

<answer idref=”M00045_tswp_4”>…<testblock=”M00045_tswp_4”> 

 

Types of <answer> 

1. Yes: 

tag as <answer answerval=”yes” idref=”branch4”></answer> 

Output = “YES” 

 

2. No: 

tag as <answer answerval=”no” idref=”branch5”></answer> 

Output = “NO” 

 

3. Pass: 

tag as <answer answerval=”pass” idref=”branch6”></answer> 

Output = “PASS” 

 

4. Fail: 

tag as <answer answerval=”fail” idref=”branch7”></answer> 

Output = “FAIL” 

 

5. True: 

tag as <answer answerval=”true” idref=”branch8”></answer> 

Output = “TRUE” 

 

6. Nottrue: 

tag as <answer answerval=”nottrue” idref=”branch9”></answer> 

Output = “NOTTRUE” 

 

7. Unantic: 

(unanticipated) tag as <answer answerval=”unantic”>Unknown test/fail <xref 
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wpid=”M0005”/></answer> 
Output = “Unknown test/fail (WP 0095 00)”)” 

8. Value: 

tag as <answer answerval=”value” value=”Blue” idref=”branch10”></answer> 

Output = “Blue” 
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<tswp><logicproc><action> Must Contain <step1> 
The DTD does not require <step1> to appear in <action> inside <tswp><logicproc>, 

however, because troubleshooting flow is numbered from top of the document to the 

bottom rather than inside blocks, elements not having <step1> will not be numbered and 

can prevent linking. 

List versus Paragraphs – Definition 
Paragraph:  

 

Found in: <para0>, <geninfo>, <step1>, etc. 

 

Definition: Complete sentence(s) containing a distinct idea. May contain subsections, 

figures, tables and lists. 

 

Example: <para>The firing mechanism has been modified to allow the user to choose 

their desired amount of trigger pull. This increases the complexity of weapon, but also 

increases usability, safety and range of applicability.</para> 

 

Lists: 

 

Found in: <randlist>, <seqlist> 

 

Definition: An array of names or topics, ordered or unordered, for the purpose of either 

giving examples or for showing all elements that apply to a given set. 

 

Example 1: <para>LED colors include the following: 

<randlist><item>red</item><item>blue</item><item>green</item></randlist>.</para> 

 

Example 2: <para>Wires should be cut in this order: 

<seqlist><item>red</item><item>blue</item><item>green</item></seqlist>.</para> 

  

Nesting of lists deeper than two should be avoided. Consider reorganizing the 

information into separate paragraphs by topic or inside a table. 

Default Attributes 
Default attributes, defined in the DTD, shall not be used in XML files. They provide no 

benefit to the final output and create unnecessary documentation as well as increase XML 

file sizes. 

Examples: 

<entry valign="top"> 

<randlist bullet="no"> 

<proc tocentry="0" frame="yes"> 
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Comments <!-- hello world --> 
All files can contain comments formatted like this: 

 <!-- General Information --> 

  

The comments follow the rules for comments in any XML file. Keep all comments below 

the top-level element. For example: 

]> 

<maintwp chngno=”0”> 

<!--2014 May 15 – Bob checked this file for LRU_1 impact --> 

<wp.metadata> 

File Names Match wpno Value 
The wpno="" value shall match the XML file name. 

Example: 

The file "G00001-9-1055-1646.xml" shall have wpno="G00001-9-1055-1646" 

 

XML CONFIGURATION CONTROL 
To ensure configuration control of the XML files, special tags must be added and 

maintained.  All changes to technical data must be indicated with change attributes and/or 

change tags and be documented in the <change.history> found in the <wp.metadata> at 

the top of each file.  Revision Bar requirement is found in MIL-STD-40051B, 4.10.3.1, 

MIL-STD-40051C, 4.8.27.1, MIL-STD-40051-1A, 4.9.28.1, MIL-STD-40051-1B, 

4.9.28.1, and MIL-STD-40051-1C, 4.9.28.1. 

Additional benefits include: 
a. Automated and highly detailed revision summary. 

b. Automated status updates (percent verified, remaining unverified, etc.) 

c. Traceability of all changes to authorizing documents. 
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Identifying Changes 

 

There are up to five attributes related to change documentation: 

1. inschlvl – Contains numeric change designator, must match chgno attribute, for 

use only any change, addition or deletion. When attribute is used at a minimum 

comment and changeref shall be used also. It is advised to use the id attribute in 

order to allow a revision summary to link directly to the change. 

2. delchlvl – Contains numeric change designator, must match chgno attribute, 

should only be used if there is a concurrent paper output in tables such as explist, 

coei/bii, aal, mrpl that are referenced by number. 

3. comment – Very brief message to soldier about change. 

4. changeref – Link to applicable <change.history> giving authority for the change. 

5. id – Allows revision summary to link directly to the change. 

Text Changes 

For changes involving only text (only a very few words), the <change> tag can be 

used if not specifically prohibited by contract or SOW.  The scope and type of 

changed information is indicated by being enclosed within start and end tag. Used 

only for changes to a word(s). Insertion, modification or deletion to a paragraph 

or step is indicated with the paragraph or step element attributes. 

  

example: 

was:  <para>Remove the screw from plate “b”.</para> 

now: <para inschlvl=”1” comment=”Changed 'screw' to 'screws'.” 

changeref=”chg1_1”>Remove the screws from plate “b”.</para> 

optional: <para>Remove the <change inschlvl=”1” 

comment=”Changed 'screw' to 'screws'.” 

changeref=”chg1_1”>screws</change> from plate “b”.</para> 
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Paragraph or Step Changes 
For changes involving insertion, modification or deletion to a paragraph or step is 

indicated within the paragraph or step element attributes. 

 

 

List Change w/Concurrent Print 

This is used to document a change that will be received into a paper copy as a 

change package. This prevents reprint of all the work packages that reference a 

numbered item. 

 

Documenting Change Authority and Verification Status 
Both change identification methods shown above require the “changeref” 

attribute. This points to a <change.history> element in the <wp.metadata> at the 

top of the file. The <change.history> gives the “who”, “what”, “when” and 

“why”. 

Elements of the change.history are defined as: 
a. author/name – Technical writer responsible for the change. 

d. proponent – Command of the writer. 

e. date –  When validated or verified. 

f. wp.status – Work package status as-of this change.history. 

g. reason – Reference to 2028 or PCR authorizing modification. 

h. qualityassurance – Validation/verification status and/or type. 

example: 

was:   

<expdur-entry><itemno id="S01502_1">1</itemno> 

<expdur-entry><itemno id="S01502_2">2</itemno> 

<expdur-entry><itemno id="S01502_3">3</itemno> 

now: 

<expdur-entry><itemno id="S01502_1">1</itemno> 

<expdur-entry delchlvl=”1” comment=”Now using part 

xyz”>2<itemno id="S01502_2">Deleted</itemno> 

<expdur-entry><itemno id="S01502_3">3</itemno> 

example: 

was:   

<step1><para>Move bar to left stop.</para></step1> 

<step1><para>Rotate bar clock-wise.</para></step1> 

<step1><para>Move bar to right and pull to remove.</para></step1> 

now: 

<step1 inschlvl=”1” comment=”Deleted step to rotate bar.” 

changeref=”chg1_2” id=”M00001_step1”><para>Move bar to left 

stop.</para></step1> 

<step1><para>Move bar to right and pull to remove.</para></step1> 
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i. id attribute – Marks where the specific change occurs and matches the 

changeref attribute value. 

 

example: 

<change.history id="chg1_1"> 

<author><name>Ivan Hoe</name> 

<proponent><name>U.S. Army AMCOM</name> 

<address><city>Redstone Arsenal</city><state>AL</state></address> 

</proponent></author> 

<date>9 Sept 2011</date> 

<wp.status type="changed"/> 

<reason>2028/PCR #</reason> 

<qualityassurance> 

<validation type="tabletop"/> 

<verification type="equipment"/> 

</qualityassurance></change.history> 
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IETM SPECIFIC 

Table of Contents 
IADS4 uses an XML file stored with the task XML to produce a drop-down table-of-

contents. The position of each file determines its work package number when none is 

specified in the XML file. Nesting inside the TOC.xml file determines where a task falls 

in the TOC. 

Example: 

<tocEntry title="General Information, Equipment Description, and Theory of 

Operation"> 

 <tocEntry filename=".\TM9-1055-1646-13\files\G00001-9-1055-1646.xml"/> 

 <tocEntry filename=".\TM9-1055-1646-13\files\G00010-9-1055-1646.xml"/> 

 <tocEntry filename=".\TM9-1055-1646-13\files\G00012-9-1055-1646.xml"/> 

Produces: 

+ General Information, Equipment Description, and Theory of Operation 

 General Information 

 Equipment Description and Data 

Theory of Operation 

Automation Tools 
The following tools built into IADS or as a supplement to IADS shall be used to check 

and clean content and tagging prior to delivery of data.  

1. Source Verify: Parse and Validate XML 

2. Generate CGM Report: Inspects all CGMs in the current dataset to determine if 

any contains elements that are not currently implemented 

3. Find Orphan Files: Locates all files that are not referenced at the same or lower 

level as the dataset.xml file  

4. Run Query: At a minimum, the Standard and Business Rules (SABR) query 

"SABR.xml" shall be run and corrected. The latest copy may be obtained from 

https://pubsweb.redstone.army.mil/DTD-FOSI/DTD-N-FOSI.html. 

 

OPTIONAL IADS4 FUNCTIONALITY 

Controls and Indicators Table 
The <key> element can contain the assocfig attribute, allowing a hotspot to the callout in 

the illustration.  Thus <key assocfig=”fig_1”>1</key> produced a link to the callout on 

the associated illustration. 

Location and Description Table 
The <entry> element can contain the assocfig attribute, allowing a hotspot to the callout 

in the illustration.  Thus <entry assocfig=”fig_1”>1</entry> produced a link to the 

callout on the associated illustration. 

https://pubsweb.redstone.army.mil/DTD-FOSI/DTD-N-FOSI.html
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IADS4 and NSN/Part Number Indexes 
Per instruction of the Chief of Publication Services, all IETM-only RPSTLs shall not 

have NSN or PN indexes. If using a version of MIL-STD-40051 that requires NSN or PN 

indexes, a waiver must be submitted each time the TM is released. 

 

1. Write a request for waiver against the MIL-STD-40051-1B requirement for NSN 

Index and Part Number Index. 

2. Send the request for waiver to our Equipment Publications Control Officer 

(EPCO), Nichole Gray (charissa.n.gray.civ@mail.mil). 

 

Per AMC-R 25-76, the request for waiver should be a memorandum signed by 

Program/Weapon System Manager or valid representative and should contain the 

following: 

 

1. MIL-STD-40051-1B, F.5.3.9.1 requires National Stock Number (NSN) index 

work package and F.5.3.9.2 requires Part number index work package be included 

in a RPSTL. 

2. Because IADS4 has a search functionality for both NSNs and part numbers and 

the example in MIL-HDBK-1222E, Figure A-28 mimics IADS4, “Name of 

System” Directorate requests not to include separate NSN or part number work 

package indexes in its IETMs distributed in IADS4. 


